Introduction
Picture is an important media for communication. A picture can represent hundreds of words. In tropical medicine, picture is important for the description in many situations. To prepare and provide a good picture is an important step for publishing an article in tropical medicine. In the past, a picture must be derived by photography taking by a classical camera and the photography is the standard type of picture for journal to prepare an article.
However, due to the advanced computational technology at present, a picture can be taken using many digital tools and the picture can be saved as a computational file. In medicine, the use of digital image has been seen for around two decades [1] .
The images help article readers visualize the actual scenario, shape, size and color of the presenting objects. At present, there are several tools for helping picture manipulation and prepare it for presenting in scientific article [2] . It is usually suggested that picture should be provided in any article if it is applicable. To get a good article, a good picture should be selected. How to provide qualified picture is hereby discussed. Also, the authors discussed an important publication ethical problem, picture plagiarism.
What is a good picture for a tropical medicine article?
To have a picture becomes an easy thing at present. As noted, many tools are available for generating a picture. To get a picture from the real object is the first concept to get the good picture. This means that the picture should be taken from the real specimen, real setting, real patient and real situation. In case that the problem is serial such as the progression of a tropical disease, In tropical medicine, picture is important for the description in many situations. To prepare and provide a good picture is an important step for publishing an article in tropical medicine. How to provide qualified picture is hereby discussed. Also, the authors discuss an important publication ethical problem, picture plagiarism.
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168 of the patient must be focused. The eyes of the patient must be blinded and the informed consent and permission is needed before taking any photography. For the derived picture, security is needed.
The security of digital photography is a big legal issue at present [4] .
In case that the picture cannot be taken from the real things, it is suggested not to use the picture from other sources although it is available. It is advised to use drawing to generate a picture instead. It should also be noted that the picture must be processed by journal process and modification of the size of picture can be expected. In general, the picture will be resized to fit a single journal column. This implies that a 1-cm-wide figure will be transformed to 1-point type. For a general journal, a single column is approximately 8 cm or 8-point size.
Picture plagiarism: important thing to be avoided
The picture published in a journal is usually the property of the journal since the copyright is usually transferred from the author to the journal before publication. However, the big concern is on the publication ethics. Sometimes, the authors might present the pictures that belong to others and this can result in problematic situation. First, the copyright violation to the original publisher can be seen. In addition, it is an academic dishonesty. It is called picture or figure plagiarism [5] . This kind of plagiarism is difficult to detect by simple computation plagiarism screening tool [6, 7] It is the role of the author to provide original picture and the journal editor and reviewer take the role for screening for unethical plagiarism [8] . Finally, one might raise a query how to detect a picture plagiarism. This can be simply done using online computational search engine such as images.google.com with reverse image search technique. In case that picture plagiarism is detected, proper management must be done. Withdrawal (in case of in press, Epub before) or retraction should be done. Notification to plagiarist's institute and sanction/banning or punishment should be set to the plagiarist. It is noted that although some plagiarists try to ask for using copyrighted picture from the original publisher after the problem is detected, it only solves the copyright problem, not 
Conclusion
To have a good picture is important to generate a good article in tropical medicine. Picture from real things without modification plus details is preferable. It is advised to avoid using any other's picture. The problem of picture plagiarism is serious and common at present. It is an unacceptable thing that should be sanctioned by the scientific community.
To prevent the problem is very interesting. The first important thing for any author is the ethical mind. Not copying or stealing the other belongings is the important basic concern. Also, the truth is needed, falsified or fake picture is also a kind of scientific misconduct. To avoid the problem, these suggestions should be kept in mind. The author has to strictly follow the instruction to author of the journal and attach to the standards of publication ethics. The author should take the photo or draw the picture by his/her own self. It is suggested to avoid the copying or using the other's figures for modification. If the manipulation of the existed picture, either in hand-drawing, painting, printed or digital format is required, permission asking from the primary source is needed and proper substantial modifying is needed. When the modified picture is used, clarification and notification that it is a modification from the original source is required [9] [10] [11] .
